
Trusted partner for the
transport of furniture
and furnishing all over
Europe.

EXPRESS SHIPMENTS // LOGISTICS4YOU 



For 30 years, we have been helping
companies overcome shipping
problems and critical goods deliveries
across Europe.

European specialists
of dedicated express
shipments.



Our
Numbers,

Your
Warranty

365

30

11.000

6

24h

100%

99,96%

years of
experience

 

express vans
1.500

thousand pallets
moved every day

locations in
Europe

delivery to Europe in
24 hours*

percent refund for
delays

365 days a year, 24h a
day

satisfied
customers

*48h on specific selected routes: longer distances or with embarkation/disembarkation operations



Choosing a Dedicated Express Shipping means having a
dedicated van ready for loading within 3 hours, wherever
the customer company is located, and which loads and
transports only these specific goods, ensuring the highest
standards of safety against damage, and delivering direct
only to his recipient. All without making any intermediate
stops or successive stock movements.

Our vehicles travel 24 hours a day, making only the
essential stops for supplies and our highly qualified drivers
never leave their vans and loads unattended even for a
minute.

Our service
EXPRESS, DEDICATED, EUROPEAN



From our central control office, our traffic managers
monitor each journey in real time and always select the
fastest and most efficient route to deliver.

Our team speaks languages and knows the countries’
regulations, and our expresscan deliver anywhere: even
in the city center,ZTL, areas with traffic blockade or
hardly reachable.

That’s why we are the European specialists for
professional urgent or important deliveries, we
guarantee the delivery in 24h anywhere in Europe and
we offer the 100% refund of the shipping cost in case of
delays on agreed times: even for a single minute.



 The solution
for time-
critical 

 deliveries 
 

EXPRESS VAN
dedicated to your goods

in less than 30 minutes
 

delivery in 24 hours
for major routes

ADRr and fragile goods

no damage

dedicated transport

no stops during
the route

 

IMMEDIATE
QUOTATION

LOADING
WITHIN 3H

 loading anywhere
in max 3h

DELIVERY IN
24 HOURS

 

FRAGILE GOODS

MAXIMUM
PROTECTION

NO 
TRANSHIPMENT

NO
STOP



A vehicle dedicated exclusively to the transport of
own goods is the only tool capable of ensure that the
specific needs of each individual transport, for each
individual customer and to each individual recipient,
are 100% respected and satisfied.

Logistics4You offers companies a European fleet of
1,500 vehicles with features different types (vans, box
vans and tarpaulins) suitable for any type of
professional urgent transport, up to a maximum of
1,200kg load.

Dedicated Transport
THE BEST CHOICE FOR SECURITY



Transporting exclusively the goods of a single
customer, our vans offer the maximum safety
standards against damage, allowing loading
operations in total ease even for fragile or
delicate goods, and eliminating the risk of other
adjacent loads that may bump your own one
during transport.

Travelling directly to the final recipient final, our
shipments avoid the intermediate movements
in warehouses of sorting: an additional
guarantee of safety, as it is excluded that the
goods suffer accidents during additional loading
and unloading operations.

.



+600%
Growth

The company registered a revenue
increase of +600% in the last 5 years,
with more than hundreds of loyal
customers across Europe and staff
growth of +1.800%.



Our Fleet
 

 Our vans are suitable for every load requirement,
 up to a weight of 1,200 kg.

 Also for ADR transport and with refrigeration.

VAN BOX 5 TO 7 EP TARPAULINS 8 EP TARPAULINS 10 EP TARPAULINS 8 EP AND 10 EP

LENGTH 3.90-4.70
WIDTH 1.50 (1.30 AT
THE WHEEL ARCH)

HEIGHT 1.75/1.80
MAX RANGE 1200 KG

LENGTH 4.20
WIDTH 2.20
HEIGHT 2.20

MAX LOAD CAPACITY
1000 KG

 

LENGTH 4.20
WIDTH 2.20
HEIGHT 2.20

MAX LOAD CAPACITY
1000 KG

 

ENGTH 4.20/4.80
WIDTH 2.20

HEIGHT 2.20/2.40
HYDRAULIC LIFT

+TRESPALLET
MAX RANGE UP TO 800KG

 



"We leave nothing to chance. All
the goods entrusted to
Logistics4You
is delivered into the hands of
end customer as if they were the
hands of the manufacturer. Each
minimum detail is taken care of,
every need of the customer is
taken to heart and resolved, every
shipment is delivered in
times and in the ways agreed"

Michela Fausti
SALES MANAGER, LOGISTICS4YOU



Our Team is at your service

Michela Fausti
SALES MANAGER

Melania 
Papst

DIRECTOR
OPERATIONS

Anna Maria
Bugari

SALES
DIRECTOR

Giusy
Pellizzari

SALES 
REP.

Antonio 
Ricci

TRAFFIC
OPERATOR

Martina
Mosconi

TRAFFIC
OPERATOR

Anastasiia
Abudonna

TRAFFIC
OPERATOR



Clients



About us
The peculiarity of Logitics4You service is
maximum transparency and professionalism
that
allowed me to guarantee an “adhoc service”
to customers who requested to "sleep
rest easy". In collaboration with Logistics4You
I found a team of professionals always
available and ready to respond very quickly to
my requests ... even the craziest. Their service
is accurate, punctual and proactive and
through emails I’m constantly alerted on the
state of the dispatch.

MASSIMO V. – ITALSEMPIONE PRATO

Logistics4You is solving to us all the
problems related to small quantities
of goods. Quick answers and
accurate services are the winning
weapons. not to underestimate the
relationship at a human level that
has been established over time, and
that certainly raises the level of
satisfaction.

FABIO M. - RHENUS TRIESTE



CLICK HERE

Ask for a quotation

Sedi Operative
Roma, San Benedetto,
Civitanova , Jesi, 
San Severino (IT)
Vilnius (LT), 
Warsaw (PL), 
Alba Iulia (RO).

HEADQUARTER
Logistics4you "SIA"
Balta Iela 1/B
1055 Riga
Latvia

https://www.logistics4you.express/design/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/logistics4you

